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This guidebook contains 40 walking routes and 10 cycleways, exploring all
parts of County Durham, totaling 720 kilometres (447 miles). Routes cover
wild moorlands, gentle countryside, riverside walks, nature reserves,
heritage sites, railway paths and a low cliff coast. Roman forts, ancient
churches and castles are found in a rich, varied and wonderfully scenic
landscape. Solid stone villages encircle extensive greens, while on the
high Pennines, vast tracts of moorland are now designated as 'open
access'.
County Durham lies between two mighty rivers - the Tyne to the north and
the Tees to the south. The county stretches from the high Pennines in the
west to a low cliff coast in the east. Long settled by man, the area has in
recent years completely transformed itself as its traditional industries have
closed.

Key marketing points
• Third edition with 40 walking routes and 10 cycleway routes
• Covers a wide selection of routes throughout the county
• Popular with tourists and locals; attractions include remote moorland,
Beamish museum, and the city of Durham

About the author
Paddy Dillon is a prolific outdoor writer with over 60 guidebooks to his
name, as well as more than a dozen booklets and brochures. He writes for
a number of outdoor magazines and other publications, and produces
material for tourism groups and other organisations. He lives near the
Lake District and has walked in every county in England, Scotland, Ireland
and Wales; writing about walks in every one of them. He has led guided
walks and walked extensively in Europe, as well as in Nepal, Tibet, Africa
and the Rocky Mountains of Canada and the US.

Related books
9781852844615 - The Teesdale Way
9781852845575 - Hadrian's Wall Path
9781852846497 - The C2C Cycle Route
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